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The ENGINE project will develop a firsttime-right

metal

manufacturing

product

system,

design

which

will

and
be

applied on marine engine supply chain.
The overall goal of the ENGINE project is to
reduce

the

environmental

impact

and

improve competitiveness of metal product
manufacturers by developing a novel metal
product design and manufacturing system,
which integrates life-cycle analysis and
business decisions, reduces defects, waste,
and shrinks product time-to-market.
The ENGINE system will be supported by
digital technologies by creating product
and process design software with workflow
demonstrators
workshops,

and

implementation

developing

automated

production monitoring methods with AIbased defect recognition tool to enable
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MAIN OBJECTIVES
Create and demonstrate a novel metal product design and
manufacturing system
Develop computational modelling toolbox for product and
process

design,

non-destructive

diagnostic

tools

for

production monitoring, and data solution for seamless
integration of the whole supply-chain
Research methodologies for first-time-right and zero-defect
manufacturing
Investigate life-cycle analysis and life-cycle cost methods for
design and business decisions
Present strategy for employee skills development
Transform innovations into promising business cases
For more detailed project objectives visit:
https://theengineproject.eu/project/#objectives-area
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ENGINE SYSTEM
The metal product design and manufacturing system
that integrates the separate modules to enable
sustainable-by-design product development and firsttime-right and zero-defect manufacturing.

ENGINE Toolbox
Software suite for
sustainable-bydesign product
development and
first-time-right
manufacturing.

ENGINE Exchange
Data management
solution for industrial
data storage, sharing
and seamless, multiplelocation integration of
software and hardware
tools.

ENGINE Production
Production
control,
diagnostics, and
monitoring
solution enabling
zero-defect
manufacturing.

The project will develop methodologies for first-time-right
manufacturing, automated diagnostics & production monitoring,
zero-defect manufacturing, and sustainable-by-design product
development.
It will also refine metal product life-cycle-assessment (LCA) and
life-cycle cost analysis methods as well as investigate repair and
refurbishment strategies as means of reducing manufacturing
waste and extending the product lifetime.
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ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
THE ENGINE PROJECT WILL DEVELOP:
Software tools (physics-based modelling
package, predictive artificial intelligence (AI)
lifetime assessment tool, sensor output
simulator, AI damage recognition tool)
enabling engineers to model and monitor
defects in manufacturing and operation, as
well as optimize processes and products to
prevent defect initiation and propagation.

Methodologies to assist engineers in preventing the
generation and propagation of defects. Two
methodologies concern product design process and
in-situ production monitoring separately, the third
considers the zero-defect manufacturing as an
integrated design, production monitoring, and datasharing process, the fourth considers LCA in product
and business decisions.
Three improved diagnostic methods:
1. Automated and robotized ultrasonic
immersion testing
2. in-situ and real-time vibration and
acceleration measurements during testing and
operation
3. electromagnetic slag carry-over detection to
detect sources of microimpurities and inclusion
during material preparation
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MEET THE TEAM
The ENGINE consortium is comprised of 17 partners from 8
different EU countries under the coordination of VTT Finland.
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VTT Technical Research Center of Finland
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland is an impartial
multidisciplinary expert organization. VTT’s special strength is its
ability to create new, globally competitive technologies and
innovations by combining knowledge and expertise in different
fields. With its know-how, VTT produces research, development,
testing and information services to public sector and companies
as well as international organizations.
VTT ProperTune® is an Integrated Computational Materials
Engineering (ICME) concept VTT has developed over the last two
decades. It uses multiscale modelling for optimal computational
material design, replacing expensive, time consuming testing
and shortening time-to-market for new products by an average
of 50%. It allows you to create microstructurally accurate
materials and load in realistic conditions – everything digital.
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PROJECT COORDINATOR - ANSSI LAUKKANEN
Anssi Laukkanen is a Research
Professor in Computational Materials
and Data Sciences at VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland Ltd. and a
specialist in theoretical and
computational multiscale materials
modelling. This includes particularly
Integrated Computational Materials
Engineering (ICME) or the
computation driven discovery
anddevelopment of new
manufacturing processes and
materials, much of the actual work
focusing on metallic alloys.
At VTT he is the primarily responsible
for steering the development of VTT's
ICME framework, VTT properTune,
which is being developed by 3
research groups of roughly 45
researchers with backgrounds in
computational and materials sciences
and artificial intelligence.
Personal research interests in developing and applying physicsbased and data-driven multiscale modeling methods and solutions
for high entropy and refractory metallic materials and steels, powder
based additive manufacturing processes, thin films and coatings
and in the application of data driven methods for material sciences
and engineering via concepts such as material accelerator
platforms.
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VTT's Lead Researchers in ENGINE
TOM ANDERSSON
Tom Andersson is a Senior Scientist at VTT.
He has been working at VTT for over 10
years acting as a Research Team Leader of
the properTune ICME team for the past 3
years. The team consists of 16 researchers
and is mainly focused on developing and
applying modelling methods for
investigating the deformation and damage
mechanisms and predicting the lifetime
behaviour of metallic and ceramic
materials. His personal interest is in
mechanics of materials and modelling the
behaviour and deformation mechanisms of
metallic materials.

ANDRIS FREIMANIS
Andris Freimanis studies how the
smallest atoms influence the largest
structures. After getting his PhD in 2020
Andris works as a research scientist in
the VTT Technical Research Center of
Finland, where he investigates
multiscale materials behavior and
develops computational tools to model
it. Mostly, dealing with damage, fracture,
and multiphysics problems in industrial
manufacturing processes.
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SHORT INTERVIEW WITH THE PROJECT
COORDINATOR
What are the major challenges nowadays in the field of
metal product design and manufacturing?
ENGINE addresses several rather fundamental challenges with its
technical, business, environmental, standardization and skills
objectives that lay the foundation for the project activities overall.
These range from how do we make zero defect and first-time-right
manufacturing a reality to finding ways to improve productivity and
competitiveness to making sustainability an integral part of design
and how to ensure we create tools that are and can be deployed to
real manufacturing environments, to name a few.
However, personally, believe underneath many of these challenges
there is a principal need to make something practical out of our
"fancy" modeling, simulation and AI tools we are developing and
disseminating. I.e., we need to reclaim the promise of bringing the
next generation methods a reality in everyday industry activities, and
in this manner address with a new set of tools both fundamental and
age-old problems (like in our case ultimately many things coming
down to metal fatigue) and find new ways of solving the respective
challenges with the aid of simulation and AI. And preferably at an
order of magnitude quicker than with the old trial-and-error design
approaches to remain competitive.
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SHORT INTERVIEW WITH THE PROJECT
COORDINATOR
How will the ENGINE project help to overcome these
challenges?
The solution of the ENGINE is to create a metal product design and
manufacturing system – we call it the ENGINE system – which
enables sustainable-by-design product development and first-timeright and zero-defect manufacturing. The system combines three
integrated modules – ENGINE exchange, ENGINE toolbox, ENGINE
production – which facilitate, industrial data-management,
computational product and process design, and in-situ diagnostics,
production monitoring and control.
ENGINE system is the metal product design and manufacturing
system that integrates the separate modules to enable sustainableby-design product development and first-time-right and zero-defect
manufacturing.
ENGINE exchange is the data-management solution for industrial
data-storage, sharing, and seamless, multiple-location integration of
software and hardware tools. It will include (1) data interoperability
specifications, (2) data-sharing solution for data exchange between
simulation software and production monitoring hardware, and
between different manufacturing sites, (3) a cloud computing
solution for AI defect recognition tool enabling rapid decisionmaking, and (4) a platform for long-term data storage.
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SHORT INTERVIEW WITH THE PROJECT
COORDINATOR
How will the ENGINE project help to overcome these
challenges?
ENGINE toolbox is the software suite for sustainable-by-design
product development and first-time-right manufacturing. It includes
(1) software specifications, (2) physics-based design package, (3)
predictive AI lifetime assessment package, (4) sensor output
simulation package, (5) digital LCA tool.
ENGINE production is the production control, diagnostics, and
monitoring solution enabling zero-defect manufacturing. It consists
of (1) hardware specification, (2) production control tools, (3) NDE
sensor suite and monitoring equipment, (4) AI defect recognition
tool.
So overall, we are building a framework and architecture which is
highly ambitious in its scope, coverage and extensibility, but again,
we have very focused and industry relevant demonstrators which
keep us honest with respect to industry needs and what is needed to
reach our objectives.
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LATEST ACTIVITIES
ENGINE project participated on the
European Manufacturing
Conference 2022 on the 27-28
September 2022 in Brussels. The
conference was co-organized by
the European Factories of the
Future Research Association, EIT
Manufacturing and ManuFuture.

The official kick-off meeting of the ENGINE project took place on the 1314th of September 2022 in Brussels with the participation of all
consortium partners as well as our Project Advisor from the European
Health and Digital Executive Agency.
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MORE INFORMATION
www.theengineproject.eu
twitter.com/ENGINEProjectEU
linkedin.com/showcase/engineproject
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